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ADDENDUM NO 1 
 

1. We have received the following questions. Please note that the questions and answers are 
an integral part of the addendum. 
 

a) In the architectural specifications, section 01 00 00, article 2.2 site visit, see the client's  
document. Where can I find this document? 
 
Answers: No visits are planned, as this is a public place open to tenderers wishing to see 
the site. 
  

b) Is there a summary environmental characterization of the soils? If not, how will you 
manage soil disposal? 
 
Answers: Several works have been carried out on the site where the work will take place, 
and several soundings have been made, none of which revealed the presence of soil 
contamination.  No contamination is expected. Plan soil disposal in accordance with 
current regulations. 
 
Contaminated soils: This amount is an allowance to compensate for costs incurred in 
disposing of B-C and C+ contaminated soils at an authorized site. It is payable by the 
tonne on presentation of the invoice accompanied by weighing tickets, plus 15% for 
transport costs. Should there be no contaminated soil to dispose of, no amount or 
compensation will be paid to the successful tenderer for this allowance. 
 
The tender schedule has been revised to include an allowance in the event of soil 
contamination. It is included in the addendum (see attached). 
 

c) Is it possible to specify the color and format of all the paving types shown on the plans?  
At present, only one color has been specified and three types of paving (quote 32 14 13).  
The plan appears to show several different colors and types of paving. 

 
Answers: The colors shown on the plans are only intended to make it easier to 
differentiate the paving finishes. In fact, there is only one color, which comes in two 
different finishes and three different sizes. Here's a table summarizing the nomenclature 
used in the plans/quotes to identify paving types. The paving number refers to the left-
hand column (#), while the associated letter refers to the right-hand column (X): 
 
 
 
 
 
 



# Color and finish X Dimensions 
1 Light beige, shot-blasted finish A 600 x 100 mm, 100 mm thick 
2 Light beige, smooth finish B 450 x 100 mm, 100 mm thick 
 C 150 x 150 mm, 100 mm thick 

 
d)  Will any archaeological work be required for this project? 

 
Answers: Refer to the instructions to tenderers in point 8, in the event that this work is 
necessary, the NBC will be mandated to select and supervise the work of the 
archaeologist. 

 
 

2. VERY IMPORTANT: A copy of your addendum must be included in your 
bid as proof that you have read the addendum. Otherwise, your tender will 
be rejected as non-compliant. 
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